EUFMC to Focus on Solutions to Fleet Management Challenges
With a focus on finding solutions to fleet management challenges, a range of topics are
being planned for the 2023 EUFMC educational program -- Driving Safety,
Sustainability & Technical Expertise. The 70th anniversary conference will be held June
4-7 at the Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center in Williamsburg, Virginia.
Featuring presentations by fleet executives, manufacturers and industry experts, the
EUFMC General Session will address highly important issues, including sessions on
preparing for the transition to ZEVs and building charging infrastructures. Other current
and traditional subjects on the educational agenda will include best practices for Safety
and Compliance, Fleet Management, Fleet Maintenance, and new technologies.
EUFMC signature events also include Roundtables where fleet representatives and
suppliers exchange information and discuss mutual challenges, find solutions and
develop best practices, a Drive-Through utility equipment demonstration, and an
equipment show that is the site of more than 60 displays.
As the premier, invitation only industry event, EUFMC continues to be a growing favorite
of professionals from fleets across North America that operate utility equipment. The
conference continues to expand its membership to include fleet managers from electric
utilities, electrical contractors, utility co-ops, tree care operations, municipalities, and
beginning this coming year, telecom fleets.
The EUFMC's strategy of extending membership to all types of companies that operate
utility equipment has allowed it to grow by nearly 10% annually, culminating in 2022 in
another year of record attendance that numbered 157 fleet representatives, including
70 first-time attendees. Also at the conference were representatives from 87
manufacturers and providers of vehicles, equipment, products and services for utility
fleet operations.
The 2023 EUFMC will mark the 70th anniversary of the event’s founding. Our History
provides a look back at the conference’s seven decade tradition of serving utility fleets.
EUFMC is proud to have been named the Best Annual Transport Trade / Industry Event
2022 – USA in the seventh annual Hospitality Awards by LUXlife Magazine. The award
posted at https://www.lux-review.com/winners/electric-utility-fleet-managers-conference/

recognizes the exceptional services and “the efforts of individuals and businesses in the
hospitality sector who consistently go above and beyond for their clients.”
Connect today with EUFMC on LinkedIn to stay up to date on conference news.
SAVE THE DATE
Electric Utility Fleet Managers Conference: June 4-7, 2023
Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center, Williamsburg, Virginia
FOR MORE INFORMATION, visit www.eufmc.com
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